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iThenticate is the easy to use tool that authors can utilize check and re-check their
manuscripts to feel confident that their submission will not be at risk of rejection
or damage their reputation.

Faculty & researchers
Don’t put your reputation at risk with plagiarism
errors in your research article. iThenticate makes
it easy to collaborate with co-authors and submit
a pristine final manuscript.

Research integrity officers
Oversee and protect the academic integrity of your
organization with a tool that works at scale and can
easily be adopted across the organization.

Graduate & PhD students
Manage the complicated and high-stakes process
of writing a thesis or dissertation. Manage
citations, multiple revisions, and reviews
by advisors with easy to use workflows.

Admissions & enrollment
Review incoming personal essays to detect any
potential plagiarism. Quickly identify applicants
that may not fit your integrity goals.

“You can never be too certain that even at the highest level
you are always getting original content. iThenticate has
provided the kind of safety net that we were looking for.”
- E. Kissel, University Corporation of Atmospheric Research (UCAR)

Protect your reputation
Publishing with confidence means
deterring any potential plagiarism
and protecting your reputation from
the lifelong damage that a plagiarism
claim can bring. Have confidence
in the work you put your name on.

Be part of the
publication process
More than 1,300 of the top publishers
worldwide rely on iThenticate to
screen and review manuscripts before
publishing them. Feel confident that
using iThenticate will give a boost
to your chances of acceptance.

To learn more about iThenticate

Through our trusted relationship with Crossref,
1,300+ publishers in their network use iThenticate as
a fundamental part of the manuscript screening and
review process. Publishers rely on Turnitin’s expansive
content database to surface any potential plagiarism
issues prior to publication, protecting the journal’s
as well as the researcher’s reputation.

www.turnitin.com/products/ithenticate

“We are very happy with the iThenticate similarity checks and it is of
great help for our editors, referees, and last but not least the reader
who wants to find original research for further re-use and citation.”
–Martin Rasmussen, Managing Director, Copernicus Publications

Publishers rely on iThenticate
Screen incoming manuscripts for originality and potential plagiarism to protect the reputation
of your journal from the very beginning.

Top universities, European Parliament, European
Commission, colleges, and research organizations
worldwide rely on iThenticate

Seamlessly integrated in your LMS
With robust integrations to major Learning Management Systems, plagiarism
checking is a seamless part of the student and instructor experience.

Support
When you partner with Turnitin, dedicated on-boarding and support teams are available
every step of the way—from implementation and on-boarding to training and optimization.
Only Turnitin has 24/7 global support in multiple languages and across all time zones.
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